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Recorded Future Fusion:
A Solution for Integrated Threat Intelligence
Challenge
Defending your organization against cyber threats requires an understanding of
not only what’s happening within your organization, but also what’s happening
externally. Much of this information exists in disparate sources, creating variability
within your team internally, with people accessing diﬀerent information to make
critical decisions. Threat intelligence platforms (TIPs) have traditionally played the
role of aggregating all threat intelligence in one central location. However, TIPs are
only as valuable as the information available in the solution. As a result, in order to
maximize value, feed aggregation and customization should be an integral part of
a complete threat intelligence solution.

Solution
Recorded Future Fusion eliminates the need for purchasing a standalone TIP.
Instead, it adds the necessary functionality on top of Recorded Future’s already
extensive threat intelligence to provide a complete solution. Key beneﬁts of
leveraging Fusion as part of an integrated threat intelligence solution include:

• Streamlined access with centralization: Aggregate your proprietary
and internal sources with Recorded Future-sourced intelligence. Data is
analyzed by our Threat Intelligence Machine and delivered in a cohesive
and easy-to-consume format. This enables all users to have consistent
access to all intelligence in real time.

• Improved eﬃciency with collaboration: Include internal analysis and
insights directly into Recorded Future. With analysis built into the
solution, teams can collaborate on investigations, research, and reports
on a single platform.

• Better results with customization: Tailor threat intelligence to speciﬁc
use cases before integrating with third-party solutions. Customized
intelligence delivers more high-ﬁdelity alerting, empowering teams to
focus on what is most important.
Recorded Future oﬀers the only universal threat intelligence solution, giving you
the ability to add proprietary feeds to our already rich threat intelligence and then
customize the data before integrating it into third-party solutions. These
capabilities combined give you the most holistic view of your threat landscape,
helping you make informed decisions quickly with minimal research eﬀort.

Recorded Future Fusion —
All Intelligence in One Place
Aggregate all intelligence including:

• Proprietary feeds
• Internal risk lists
• Analyst notes and research

Customize risk lists by:

• Risk rules
• Risk score
• Date

Collaborate on analysis:

• Deep-dive research
• Internal reporting
• Centralized repository of notes

Expand Your Use Cases With Recorded Future Fusion
High-Fidelity Alerting

Automated Bulk Enrichment

Recorded Future Fusion allows you to to customize threat
intelligence before it’s sent to a third-party solution, enabling
you to hand-select what threat intelligence you want to use
for correlation and alerting in a SIEM, or in other monitoring
and alerting tools.

Automated bulk enrichment gives you the ability to import a
list of indicators or entities into Recorded Future Fusion and
automatically add contextualized threat intelligence for
faster, more conﬁdent decisions. For example, vulnerability
scan results can be imported to be contextualized with
dynamic risk scores and justiﬁcation, related methods and
indicators from potential exploitation, and associated attack
vectors and threat actors. This data can then be either
imported into a separate solution or easily viewed and
sorted to prioritize vulnerabilities representing the largest
threats.

Eﬃciently Collaborate on Internal Reports
During the research phase for a report, internal teams can
document analysis in Recorded Future Fusion and tag it as
belonging in a summary report. Analysts can collaborate
across the team, either adding to each other’s work or
seeing what is completed in real time. Once the research
phase is over, the team can simply export all tagged analysis
and format it into the ﬁnal internal summary report.
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About Recorded Future

www.recordedfuture.com

Recorded Future arms security teams with the only complete threat intelligence
solution powered by patented machine learning to lower risk. Our technology
automatically collects and analyzes information from an unrivaled breadth of sources
and provides invaluable context in real time and packaged for human analysis or
integration with security technologies.
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